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GROWSHEET PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR

Certain patterns in the behavior of buyer groups let you predict how your brand will grow, so that you’ll be able to design 
a much more effective growth strategy. Do you take the behavioral patterns of buyer groups into consideration in your 
category? This reality check gives you real options for growth. Assign points to the seven KPIs and enter the scores in the 
radar plot. Where does your marketing strategy still have room for growth?

TARGET THE MARKET
Your competitors’ buying curve is just as hollow as yours. Imagine that the Y-axis shows the increasing number of people in 
the market, while the X-axis shows the increase in buying frequency, from the top-left to right-under the concave curve. You’ll 
see that there are lots of people who don’t buy your brand; there are a lot of light buyers, and as buying frequency increases 
(‘fans’), the market penetration gets smaller.

Looking at your buying curve is essential for growth : light buyers are even more important than fans, because 
there are so many of them.

Add a few competitors to the graph, and you’ll see that their curves look the same, but that penetration, in particular, is higher, 
and that buying frequency differs less extremely. This indicates where you’ll find the greatest potential for brand growth: in 
increasing the number of buyers (market penetration).

LIGHT BUYERS MATTER (A LOT)
Intuitively, we may assume that 80% of business comes from 20% of our loyal customers, but research keeps showing that 
this just isn’t the case: on average, about 60% of revenue comes from the group of ‘heavy buyers’ and 40% from the group of 
‘light buyers’. That’s almost half of your revenue!

The well-known Pareto principle (also known as the 80-20 rule) can be changed to 60-20.

Consider, for example, that half of Coca-Cola’s revenue is generated by people who buy their drinks only once or twice a year. 
Where do you think a quarter of Coca-Cola’s annual revenue comes from? From people who only buy the brand’s beverages 
only once every six years. Light buyers matter a lot.

DOUBLE JEOPARDY 
The main difference between big and small brands is simple: big brands have more customers. But that’s not the only issue: 
the buyers of big brands are also slightly more loyal than buyers of smaller brands. The key difference between the two is 
actually the size of the buyer groups, because buying frequency doesn’t even differ that much between the various buyer 
groups.

Big brands have more customers that are slightly more loyal; small brands have to work twice as hard to grow 
(double jeopardy).

It’s interesting to look at how brands in your category rank in terms of market penetration (high to low). You’ll see that the 
penetration of big brands can be 10 times higher than that of a small brand. If you compare purchase frequency, you might see 
that big brands are only bought twice as often, but this already represents a big difference,

MOVING TOWARD THE MEAN
Of course, the relatively small group of heavy buyers is particularly interesting for your brand. But they won’t always have been 
heavy buyers, and they won’t always stay that way. In fact, research has shown that an average of 1 in 2 heavy buyers reduces 
their purchasing behavior each year, which can cost you up to 15% of your annual revenue. This is dynamic buying behavior, 
moving toward the mean.

Besides the inbound and outbound flow of buyers, there’s a relevant but less visible buying dynamic within your 
customer group.

Now you’ll also have a number of customers who move in the opposite direction: lighter buyers becoming heavier buyers. 
This can be the result of product innovations aimed at creating (new) user moments, for example. In FMCG, there are many 
variations of volumes and packaging. Sales are significantly higher, because brands are available as small ‘snacks’ en route, 
alongside bigger ‘family packs’ for weekends at home.
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LOYALTY IS QUEEN
Loyalty is everywhere. You can express it in terms of purchase frequency, repeat buying, percentage of loyal customers, share 
of category requirements (SCR), share of wallet, retention, churn, defection, or cross-sell. Brand loyalty is substantial. It is 
striking, though, that loyalty mostly increases slightly when brands grow – precisely as a result of growth.

Growth in loyalty is often a result of greater market penetration. 

If you want to grow, efforts based on loyalty alone won’t be enough. If you only look at loyalty rates, they may rise even as your 
market penetration decreases. Only the most loyal customers stay on, while you end up losing incidental buyers. Always look 
at market penetration.

DUPLICATION OF PURCHASE
Larger brands have buyers among those of smaller brands – and vice versa. The overlapping buyer groups are related to the 
size of the brands in a fixed ratio. The higher the market share, the higher this fixed ratio. For example, Coca-Cola is the market 
leader and has about 70% penetration among Pepsi buyers as well as among Dr. Pepper consumers. Pepsi is second in the 
market and has about 40% penetration among Coca-Cola and Dr. Pepper buyers.

Brands share their customers with other brands, in line with the size of those brands, which is also called 
duplication of purchase.

These patterns are particularly evident in stationary markets. It is important to look carefully at your category and even your 
segment to correctly identify and use the patterns in forecasting. The cola segment belongs in the soft drinks category, the ‘A’ 
segment in the automotive category, and news radio in the radio stations category. By mapping this properly, you can learn 
where your customers come from and where they’re likely to go in the future.

CLIENT BASES LOOK ALIKE 
Buyers in a particular category and the non buyers of that same category tend to have very different profiles. The differences 
between buyer profiles of competing brands, however, are often very small. This is important, because businesses often 
look for expensive brand differentiation, assuming that differences are decisive. We are conditioned to see differences, while 
similarities are much bigger and determine purchase behavior to a much larger extent.

Buyer groups of brands in the same category often resemble each other closely.

Socio-demographics, brand values, brand attitude and media behavior hardly differ among the client bases of competing 
brands. Your customers aren’t that different, your brand isn’t so different from others and media behavior is really quite similar, 
too. If you know customer profiles for your category, you’ll have a reasonable profile of your own brand and your competitors 
as well. The main consequence is that you have to distinguish your brand in a distinctive way . You should focus much less on 
differentiation (segment, niche, targeting) and focus much more on all buyers in your category.
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